Review of Factors Affecting Knowledge Sharing Behavior
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Abstract - Knowledge sharing is the key to successful implementation of knowledge management. This is the reason that why over the years researchers have focused on various aspects of knowledge sharing. This paper reviews the important factors so far discussed by various authors in their studies and considered them very crucial for knowledge sharing. Besides reviewing, some new factors are also included in this study. Factors which are discussed in this study are organizational structure, organizational climate, organizational size, Information Technology, rewards, stressors and job. This paper can give readers an understanding of knowledge sharing and its factors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Earlier Knowledge Management (KM) was not considered important for organizations but now knowledge is considered as the economic resource for an organization [1], [2]. Knowledge sharing is considered as the most significant part of KM [3]. Therefore it can be concluded that knowledge sharing is the base for KM [4]. Knowledge is possessed by individuals and the incorporation of individual’s knowledge into organizational knowledge depends on “employees' knowledge sharing behavior” [5].

Although knowledge sharing is crucial but still individuals do not share their knowledge because they consider it important for themselves [6] as it can help them to remain valuable in the organization. They can not be enforced to share their knowledge but can be motivated to do so [7]. Even though there are motivational methods to encourage knowledge sharing behavior but changing the behavior of individuals is one of the greatest challenges for the success of KM [8] and knowledge sharing.

Importance of knowledge sharing for KM requires about knowing that how employees can be motivated to share information in a way that organization’s overall intellectual capital can be leveraged [9]. Thus it is always important to know about those factors which might increase knowledge sharing behavior because it is not easy to incorporate the knowledge of an individual into organizational knowledge. People do not prefer to share their knowledge due to multiple reasons [10]. Those reasons include organizational factors, stressors and personal gains. Once people are hesitant to share their knowledge with others in the organization then knowledge gaps will emerge. These knowledge gaps will act as barrier in achieving the desired outcomes [11].

Based on these issues it is important to come up with those factors which will help to increase the knowledge sharing behavior of employees so that knowledge gaps can be reduced. People believe that technology is the major facilitator for knowledge sharing but this is not the case with large organizations. They have many sophisticated methods for knowledge sharing but still that technology is helping them very little. Thus sharing is primarily people oriented [12]. Besides technology, there are certain other factors which help to increase the knowledge sharing behavior and it is important to know them [13]. Majority of the studies have discussed factors which includes intrinsic and extrinsic rewards [3], organizational climate & socio-psychological factors [10], ICT [4], long term, short term benefits and costs [14]. There are certain other factors from organizational behavior perspective on which very less work is done and thus this research also focuses on those factors. Those factors include job related issues like job performance, job satisfaction, job characteristics and job involvement. Other factors include employee related issues (psychological contract, organizational commitment, employee turnover and empowerment), organizational factors and stressors. Although these factors may not directly impact knowledge sharing behavior but they do impact.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

KM involves capturing, storing, sharing and using knowledge [15] where as knowledge sharing is the process in which an individual shares knowledge with others. This knowledge is either created or acquired by that individual [7]. Knowledge sharing was also defined in [13] as: “for individual employees, knowledge sharing is talking to a colleague to help them get something done better, more quickly or more efficiently. For an organization, knowledge sharing is capturing, organizing, reusing and transferring experience-based knowledge that resides within the organization and making that available to others in the business”.

Knowledge sharing behavior is an act of individual because knowledge is possessed by them [5]. And behavior or act of an individual can be mainly defined by two theories known as Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). TRA is the base of TPB and TRA can predict almost any kind of behavior [14]. Many researchers have used these two theories especially TRA to predict knowledge sharing behavior.

A. Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behavior

TRA states that behavior of an individual is lead by intention which ultimately depends on attitude and subjective norms [16], whereas TPB is the enhanced version of TRA. TPB explains that perceived behavioral control is another factor which should be considered while analyzing the behavior of an individual through TRA. Based on TRA and TPB, one can conclude that knowledge sharing behavior is derived by knowledge sharing intention which is a function of knowledge sharing attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioral control.

Even though an individual has the knowledge sharing attitude and intention, still that individual can lack knowledge sharing behavior. This is because of the reason that there are some external factors as well that can affect it [17]. Although there can be many kind of such factors but one of the factors widely explored by researchers and practitioners is reward. Numerous researchers have concluded that rewards can have an impact on knowledge sharing behavior because people do not share for free. In other words there is no “free lunch” [9]. This phenomenon can be explained by two theories which are known as Economic Exchange Theory (EET) and Social Exchange Theory (SET). Researchers have combined TRA, TPB with SET and EET to see the overall knowledge sharing behavior.

B. Economic Exchange Theory and Social Exchange Theory

EET states that “individuals will behave by rational self-interest. Thus knowledge sharing will occur when rewards exceeds its costs” [18], [19]. This means that there should be some extrinsic rewards in exchange of knowledge sharing; only then individuals will share their knowledge. On the other hand SET says that there should be some intrinsic rewards for knowledge sharing [20].

Knowledge sharing behavior and the factors affecting this behavior are under consideration of researchers from many years. They have proposed a set of factors which might impact knowledge sharing attitude, intention or behavior based on the findings that there can be some external factors which can impact behavior [17]. There are factors whose presence might increase knowledge sharing behavior or vice versa.

C. Factors Promoting and Hindering Knowledge Sharing Behavior

Earlier rewards were considered to increase the knowledge sharing behavior. Later researchers proved that rewards (extrinsic) can only be used for short term solution. Once they are taken away, people go back to their behavior [21]. Thus they can be used to start a process but not for long term purpose [3]. Rewards can be categorized into intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. Extrinsic rewards may only be useful for temporary purpose [22]. Reference [10] also concluded that extrinsic rewards can not be used as primary motivational factor for knowledge sharing behavior. On the other hand intrinsic rewards are without monetary expectations and they are in-built so they can last longer. These two concepts (extrinsic and intrinsic rewards) were also discussed by EET and SET.

Culture and climate of an organization also plays a vital role in building a knowledge sharing behavior of an individual. Organizational culture is “evolved context within which specific situations are embedded” [23], [10]. It has a history; people hold it “collectively” and it can not be easily manipulated by power or influence [10] whereas organizational climate “refers to a contextual situation at a point in time and is linked to the thoughts, feelings and behavior of organizational members” [23], [10]. It is temporary in nature and can be manipulated “by people with power and influence” [10]. For knowledge sharing, organizational culture is more important because knowledge sharing needs a supporting organizational culture [14]. A culture which cannot be manipulated and people trust it when they think of sharing. An environment in which knowledge sharing is considered important, employees share willingly instead of being forced [13].

As we know that value of knowledge increases on sharing [24]. And knowledge sharing process involves ‘knowledge donation’ and ‘knowledge collection’ [25]. This means communication is an important aspect (for knowledge donation and collection). Knowledge sharing involves social interaction [26], [27] and this is not possible without communication because communication in an organization plays a similar role like a heart plays in a body [28]. Individuals and departments in an organization cannot survive without communicating. This communication between individuals, departments and organizations helps to collect and gain knowledge thus improving the level of trust which is another crucial factor for knowledge sharing.

Time and space is also considered an important factor affecting knowledge sharing behavior [29], [30]. If
employees are too busy in doing their own job and do not have sufficient time to communicate with their colleagues, then it is hard that knowledge sharing can occur in such conditions. Cognitive barriers [31], [7], [29], [32] can decrease the knowledge sharing behavior among employees if such gaps exist in the organization. Some other barriers include structural barriers (authority and status hierarchies) [31], [29], [30], [32], [33], [34] and organizational size [35].

D. Availability of Technology for Knowledge Sharing

Technology infrastructure facilitates easy communication which is the key to knowledge sharing [33]. Although IT is considered as one of the important means of knowledge sharing but still it is not the most important factor. Knowledge resides in the minds of people thus social aspect of knowledge sharing behavior is more important as compare to technical side. IT can no doubt facilitate people while sharing their knowledge but it can not make sure that it is the only reason for knowledge sharing.

E. Job Related Issues

Job Performance is defined as “the level of productivity of an individual employee, relative to his or her peers, on several job-related behaviors and outcomes” [36]. Job performance has a positive impact on affective organizational commitment [37] which in turn has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing [38]. Similarly, a study by [39] analyzed that organizational commitment may influence knowledge sharing willingness. Thus according to transition relation, job performance has a positive relationship with organizational commitment and organizational commitment has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing behavior thus we can predict that job performance also has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing.

Job Satisfaction is defined as “a person’s evaluation of his or her job and work context” [40]. Job satisfaction has a positive relationship with affective organizational commitment [37] and organizational commitment has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing [38]. Thus it can be concluded that job satisfaction has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing.

Each job characteristics (skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and feedback) has a positive relationship with organizational commitment [41]. On the other hand organizational commitment has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing [38] thus job characteristics has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing.

Job Involvement is defined as “the degree to which a person is identified psychologically with his work or the importance of work in his total self-image” [42]. “Higher level of job involvement enhances job satisfaction, career satisfaction and organizational commitment” [43] whereas organizational commitment has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing [38], thus it can be predicted that job involvement has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing.

F. Employee Related Issues

Employee attitude towards organization can be measured by his/her turnover intention, commitment towards organization, psychological contract and empowerment in job.

Employee Empowerment is defined as “the feeling of control and self-efficacy that emerges when people are given power in a previously powerless situation” [40]. “Employee empowerment and teamwork” positively affect organizational commitment [44] and organizational commitment has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing [38], thus employee empowerment positively affects knowledge sharing.

Organizational Commitment is defined as “a person’s emotional attachment to, identification with, and involvement in a particular organization” [40]. Organizational commitment has a positive impact on knowledge sharing [38]. It is because of the reason that when people are committed to their organization then they will not think only for themselves. They will think for the overall benefit of the organization and that is possible by increasing the overall productivity of employees which can be achieved through knowledge sharing.

Psychological Contract is “an exchange agreement between individuals and their organization” [45]. Organizational commitment is the output of psychological contract [46]. This means that psychological contract has a positive relationship with organizational commitment and organizational commitment has a positive impact on knowledge sharing [38], thus psychological contract has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing.

Employee Turnover Intention is related to organizational commitment in inverse direction [47]. Therefore higher the turnover intention, lower will be the organizational commitment. Based on this, one can conclude that when turnover has a negative impact on organizational commitment and organizational commitment has a positive impact on knowledge sharing [38], then employee turnover intention will have an inverse relationship with knowledge sharing.

G. Stressors

Stress is “an adaptive response to a situation that is perceived as challenging or threatening to the person’s well-being” [40] whereas stressors are “any environmental condition that place a physical or emotional demand on the person” [40]. This means that higher the organizational commitment, lower will be the job stress and other stressors. There are five kinds of stressors. These are physical environment, role-related, interpersonal, organizational and non-work stressors [40].

Organizational commitment negatively affects job stress [48]. This means that higher level of job stress will result lower level of organizational commitment. On the other hand organizational commitment has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing [38], thus it can be concluded that stressors which lead to job stress will have a negative impact on knowledge sharing which means that lower level of stressors will result in higher level of knowledge sharing. On
the other hand job stress also affects job performance [49] which too has an impact on job satisfaction and indirectly on knowledge sharing.

III. CONCLUSION

Ample amount of work has been done on factors affecting knowledge sharing behavior. However, because human behavior is always complex and difficult to predict, more research work should be done. For this purpose current study tried to conceptually link some of the factors to knowledge sharing. This paper summarized the most repeatedly used factors which affect knowledge sharing behavior along some new dimensions from organizational behavior perspective. Most important factors discussed by previous work done in this field include organizational culture, organizational size, organizational climate, IT and rewards. Other includes job factors, stressors and employee-organization related issues. Little work is done on these factors (job factors, stressors and employee-organization related issues) and their impact on knowledge sharing. Therefore a comprehensive empirical approach is needed to explore the relationship between these factors and knowledge sharing behavior.
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